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Stuck on what to choose for your colour

palette? We thought this guide might be

handy in providing some ideas and

visuals. 

Each board is a beautiful reflection of

each season as we flow with Mother

Nature.

However, don't feel like you can't mix and

match - there are endless options and

ideas! 

Start with a few colours you're drawn to

and we'll extend the palette from there.

If in doubt- just reach out! 

We're here to help and we know it can

be a little overwhelming. 

Some handy tips:

choose a palette that reflects you as a

couple - are you bright and loud? moody

and romantic? light and relaxed? 

some venues may work best with

particular colours and not really work

with others - keep this in mind!

don't be afraid of colour! We highly

recommend including colour (although

we do of course love a clean sage and

cream)

create a cohesive space by

complimenting the other elements such

as fabrics, styling elements, clothing etc.
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WEDDINGS

Design Aesthetic: 
summery, textural, natural

Colour Palette: 
lime, lavender, blush, watermelon, peach,
tangerine, honey, lemon, cream

Suggested flowers: 
roses, orchids, flannel flower, hydrangea,
flowering gum, delphinium, tuberose, david
austins, smoke bush, lilac

S UMM E R
DEC/JAN/FEB
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WEDDINGS

Design Aesthetic: 
autumnal, textural, playful

Colour Palette: 
burnt orange, rust, cream, blush, reds, mocha,
neutrals, hunter - muted/deep tones with lots of
natural texture

Suggested flowers: 
garden roses, dahlias, amaranthus, after dark,
grevillea, maple, smoke bush, zinnia, lots of
textural elements and foliages, natives, 

AU T UMN
MARCH/APRIL/MAY
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WEDDINGS

Design Aesthetic: 
soft, warm, welcoming

Colour Palette: 
hunter, sage, wine, crimson, blush, neutrals, lots of
whites

Suggested flowers: 
roses, orchids, carnations, after dark, hellebores,
hyacinth, stock, sweet pea, ranunculus, wax flower,
tea tree, tulips, anemone

W I N T E R
JUNE/JULY/AUGUST
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WEDDINGS

Design Aesthetic: 
garden-inspired, airy, playful

Colour Palette: 
tangerine, honey, lemon, berry, blush, lavender,
lime, creams

Suggested flowers: 
garden roses, ranunculus, sweet pea, carnations,
delphinium, hydrangea, peonies, 

S P R I N G
SEPT/OCT/NOV


